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has also timed larger migration shifts in America tied to agriculture (and gold)... This is just one subtle validation of the dramatic shift expected to take
hold as America’s third 80-Year Cycle culminates.

The 80-Year Cycle
10-30-19 - The 40-Year Cycle has powerfully reinforced its ubiquity and accuracy, right up to the present day. While many of the events about to be
discussed might be debated as to their individual
impact or significance, they combine with so many
corroborating events to create a synergy that cannot
be refuted.

There are other ’seeds of change’ that confirm related 80-Year Cycles and portend dramatic changes in
the ’20’s. Stay tuned... IT

Inflation Markets - Metals
10/31/19 - Gold & Silver have been in a period
of consolidation since peaking in late-Aug./earlySept. while fulfilling and perpetuating an uncanny
web of weekly cycles that has governed Gold since
before its 3Q 2011 peak.

So how do the intensifying wildfires in California, the
US pullout from Northern Syria (catapulting Turkey
into the most decisive period in their recent history),
the unresolved trade war with China, and the continued ascent in Gold - not to mention dozens of other
seemingly unrelated occurrences - reinforce this
uncanny 40-Year Cycle?

This web includes larger-magnitude cycles of
~112 weeks and 54 - 59 (~56) weeks in duration.

If they are somehow linked, what does that signify?

That 112-Week Cycle timed the 2011 - 2015 decline and portends a subsequent peak in ~March
2020.

America’s Trio of 80YCs
In articles over the past decade, I have detailed the
40-Year Cycle that has governed America’s entire
existence - incorporating everything from currency
to conflict to agricultural development and shifts.

27 - 29-Week (~6.5 Month) Cycle in Gold
Aug. 26 - Sept. 13

Global gold and currency action - dating back to (at
least) the 1200’s has adhered to that cycle. That
cycle projected a momentous shift for 2017 - 2021.

Feb. 18 - 22, ‘19
Hadik’s Cycle
Progression

A higher-magnitude 80-Year Cycle has timed the
bigger, over-arching evolutions - most notably
America’s involvement in major wars (1781 - 1861 1941 - 2021?).
That 80-Year Cycle of War has also governed European conflict - prior to and overlapping America’s
existence as a nation - dating back hundreds of
years prior to 1781.
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That cycle broke down into a ~56-Week Cycle
(with the timing of successive turning points ranging
from 54 - 59 weeks) that helped pinpoint a multimonth peak in late-Feb. ’19 - projecting future highs
for March/April ’20 and at the midpoint (27 - 29
weeks) in late-Aug./early-Sept. ‘19.

Like Silver, the XAU is tracing out a textbook Elliott Wave formation with the Oct. low representing
the ’4th’ wave low of an overall 5-wave advance...
Its intra-year & 6 - 12 month LLH objective is at
107.83/XAU (65.85 low - 86.84 low - 107.83 projected high).

That 54 - 59 Week Cycle timed a series of lows in
4Q ’13, 4Q ’14, 4Q ’15 & 4Q ’16 - at intervals averaging 56 weeks each - and then projected future
highs for late-Jan. ’18, late-Feb./early-March ’19 &
March/April 2020.

The XAU’s recent ’4th’ wave decline almost perfectly matched the magnitude of the previous ’2nd’
wave decline - providing additional corroboration to
this wave interpretation. [Feb. - May ‘19 decline
(’2nd’ wave) from 80.76 to 65.85 = drop of 14.91
points. Aug.. - Oct ‘19 decline (’4th’ wave) from
102.29 to 86.84 = drop of 15.41 points.]

At the midpoint of each of those ~56-week cycles
came the 27 - 29 week (~28-week) cycle that last
arrived in late-Aug./early-Sept. - 27 - 29 weeks
from the late-Feb. ‘19 peaks and precisely when
Gold, Silver & the XAU peaked two months ago...
Gold dropped precisely to its downside target
(~1467.0/GCZ) and has since rebounded. While
that was occurring, Silver and the XAU also pulled
back and twice neutralized their weekly uptrends
but did NOT turn those trends down. That projected
rallies back to their late-Aug./early-Sept. highs...

Platinum fulfilled its downside expectations, dropping in early-Oct. and reaching ~890.0/PLF - its primary downside target. It tested and held its ascending weekly 21 High MAC - on four successive
weeks - while remaining in a weekly uptrend.

Gold Wave Structure: Nov. ‘19 Low = ‘4th Wave’
Sets Stage for Wave ‘5’ Advance
‘4’ = ‘2’ Waves
10 Weeks Each
Onset of Wave 5?

From a price & wave perspective, Silver has entered a ’5th’ wave advance from its Nov. ’18 low with the recent Oct. ’19 low representing the ’4th’
wave low and onset of the ensuing ’5th’ wave advance…

Aug. ‘19

The XAU precisely fulfilled its downside objectives, completing a projected drop to 86.00 - 86.80/
XAU while perpetuating an 18 - 19 week low-lowlow-(low) Cycle Progression.
In doing so, the XAU neutralized its weekly uptrend multiple times but did not turn that trend down.
That was/is the ideal scenario for a multi-month low
and a subsequent rally back to its late-Aug. high
(102.29/XAU).
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It remains in a bullish structure that is likely to spur
a new surge into Dec. ‘19 and up to 1040, possibly
1090/PL.

Silver Index (XAU) - coming into play at 107.83. That
is doubly significant since it converges with the primary 1 - 2 year upside target - stemming from the
Sept. ‘18 low - near 110.0/XAU. As a result, the XAU
has a synergistic, and potentially magnetic, upside
target for the coming months - at 107.83 - 110.00.

The preceding analysis is taken directly from the
Nov. 2019 INSIIDE Track and is reprinted to update
newer readers on the outlook for Gold, Silver, Platinum, Palladium and the Gold/Silver Index (XAU) to
resume their multi-year uptrends (stemming from the
late-2015/early-2016 lows) and continue moving
higher into late-2020.

Based on market cycles, geopolitical cycles, Middle
East cycles and solar cycles, the period of late-2019
through late-2020 should be an ‘explosive’ time likely supporting Gold through key phases of that
GaME-Changer cycle (Gold and Middle East). Ultimately, this should usher in War Cycles in 2021.

Gold, Silver and the XAU are all signaling the imminent onset of Wave #5 advances - expected to surge
into 1Q 2020 and complete the overall 5-wave structure from the late-2018 lows. (That does NOT signal
the end of the overall uptrend, just the culmination of
this particular phase of it.)

INSIIDE Track will continue to update the longerterm trends and cycles while the Weekly Re-Lay will
address the short and intermediate-term cycles,
trends and trading strategies throughout this potentially volatile and uncertain period.

One of the key price objectives for this is
a 6 - 12 month LLH objective in the Gold/

~18-Week Cycle in Platinum
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Perhaps the best-known solar cycle is the one that
governs the ebb and flow of sunspots or solar
storms. It is an ~11-Year Cycle (averages out to
11.2 years) that has an uncanny knack for also linking monetary and military events of cause and effect.
Perhaps a better way of describing that would be the
Cycle of Unintended Consequence.

The ~11-Year Cycle
02-27-19 - The Sun has at least three intriguing cycles that repeatedly emerge in the markets, in geopolitics, in military conflict, and in most aspects of life.
The biggest (of these three, although there are also
longer-term cycles as well) is the ~40-Year Cycle of
the Great Conveyor Belt of the Sun.

Events during one phase of this cycle often have a
distinct and irrefutable link to events during the next
phase. In many cases, those phases also link similar
players or similar events. (I have often documented
an overlapping 11- Year Cycle that impacts Middle
East conflict and recurs in 2021/2022.)

To summarize it, this is the plasma flow that circumvents the Sun, moving from its equator out toward
one of the poles and then - after sinking lower - back
toward its equator. It takes approximately 40 years
for that to transpire… and then it occurs toward the
opposite pole and back.

Most recently, the last two phases began with the
events of 1997 - 1998 (11 years after the stock market crash of 1987) when the economic world was
rocked by a pair of crises - the Asian Financial Crisis
and the Russian Ruble Crisis - in 1997 & 1998.

So, a total circuit would take roughly 80 years
(perfectly coinciding with the 80-Year Cycle of War
that comes back into play in 2021, linked to the US
entry into WWII in 1941, into the Civil War in 1861
and out of the Revolutionary War in 1781. In the
colonies, England and Europe, that has been documented for a few hundred years before 1781.).

US & Western stock markets were able to mount a
final surge before a worldwide stock malaise took
hold in 2000 - 2002. However, it was 11 years after
the events of 1997 - 1998, in 2008 - 2009, when a
larger global collapse ensued.

If I understand the process correctly, the initial phase
- flowing from equator to pole - goes along the surface of the Sun and ‘sweeps’ up decaying sunspots
and their related magnetivity and then drops them off
at the poles.

As time has unfolded, it has become clear the Western financial and economic collapse of 2008/2009
drove countries like China & Russia into closer cooperation with one another, as an alternative to the US
& Europe... This cycle comes back into play in 2019 2020 and is likely to perpetuate/foster that alignment.

As a result, it greatly impacts the magnetic force of
the Sun… which impacts subsequent sunspots and
the magnetic barrages periodically flung at Earth
(CMEs)… which could have an exponentially greater
impact as Earth converts to a digital world.

However, the intriguing part to me continues to be
the coinciding recurrence of unrelated - but potentially related - cycles in Saudi Arabia (see page 3) and
even in Turkey. Not surprisingly, the two most predominant cycles in those discussions are the 40-Year
Cycle and an ~11-Year Cycle...

As a result, it would stand to reason that the fluctuations of the Great Conveyor Belt of the Sun dramatically influence the other two primary cycles in this
discussion...

So, what could 2019 - 2020 have in store? Stay
tuned. IT

Cause and Effect
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The following are recent Weekly Re-Lay excerpts
elaborating on this developing bottom in precious
metals and the potential for a Nov. ‘19 low...

At the same time, it is completing a .618 (Golden/
Fibonacci Ratio) retracement of its entire 2019
advance… AND testing the level of its monthly 21
High MAC as that channel is flattening and beginning to turn positive.

11/09/19 Weekly Re-Lay: “Gold, Silver & the XAU
completed their rallies into the week of Nov. 4 - 8,
reversing lower and selling off in line with Gold’s
daily & weekly trend… There are a few key takeaways from the events of the past week, each of
which has an influence on future expectations:

Silver has been trading above that channel since
early-Aug., so a return to it is a textbook ‘test of
strength’ move that should be followed by a new
rally. These are various forms of support.
Since these are all monthly-related levels and indicators, more leeway is inherent in them. So, Silver could still see additional downside (perhaps
reaching 16.50/SIZ) before a final low takes hold...

1 - Metals turned lower at the earliest possible
point (Nov. 4), exhibiting some additional weakness on a 2 - 4 week basis. Gold remained in its
daily downtrend (projecting a drop to new lows) as
the XAU could only make it up to 95.98.

In the case of Gold, there are multiple timing indicators that could produce an intermediate low in
the coming week…

2 - Silver ultimately turned its weekly trend down,
joining Gold and significantly reducing the potential for a retest of its high in 2019.

They include the potential for successive, 10-week
corrections (late-Feb. - early-May and early-Sept. Nov. 11 - 15) - a potential ‘4th wave = 2nd wave
(duration)’ prior to a ‘5th’ wave advance.

3 - Silver spiked into its primary (multi-month)
downside target at 16.50 - 16.80/SIZ.
#2 & #3, combined with the ongoing resilience in
the XAU, usher in the potential for another multiweek low...

A low would also perpetuate a 36 - 40 day low
(May 2) - low (June 11) - high (July 19) - high
(Aug. 26) - low (Oct. 1) - low (Nov. 6 - 11) Cycle
Sequence…

There are other reasons why the coming weeks
could be pivotal. Most of these deal with the
monthly trend, monthly cycles, monthly 21 MACs
and larger-degree wave structure - topics that are
usually reserved for INSIIDE Track…

The XAU continues to validate the low it set while
perpetuating an 18 - 19 week low-low-low-(low) Cycle Progression in October - a cycle that was fulfilled
while that Index was attacking its intermediate downside target at 86.00 - 86.80/XAU (low was 86.84/
XAU). The weekly trend pattern remains constructive, which is why the XAU could rally back to its 3Q
’19 high...”

Gold & Silver have the potential to set a secondary
(higher) low in Nov. ’19 - 1 year (360 degrees)
from Silver’s major low in Nov. ’18. That would
also perpetuate ~6-month/~180-degree low (Nov.
’18) - low (May ’19) - low (Nov. ’19) Cycle Progressions - most obvious in Silver.

11/13/19 Weekly Re-Lay Alert: “Gold & Silver remain below the late-Aug./early-Sept. ‘19 cycle
highs - peaks that were projected to hold for at
least 2 - 3 months.

From a price/wave perspective, Silver’s test of its
16.50 - 16.80/SI downside target means it is attacking the highs of Jan. ’19 - a pivotal level of 6 12 month ‘resistance turned into support’.
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Those highs fulfilled the latest phase of ~7, 13 - 14
& 27 - 29-week cycles while reinforcing the latest
54 - 59 week cycle (that projects a more significant
peak in March ’20) - peaking at its midpoint...

complete successive, 10-week corrections (lateFeb. - early-May and early-Sept. - Nov. 11 - 15).
It needs a daily close above 1474.5/GCZ (and
17.18/SIZ) to give the first sign of reversing higher.

Silver turned its weekly trend down… However,
Silver just spiked into its primary (multi-month)
downside target at 16.50 - 16.80/SIZ, fulfilling a
larger-magnitude downside objective.

The XAU remains more bullish and has pulled
back to test and hold monthly support (90.54 91.17/XAU) and its daily 21 Low MAC support
(90.75/XAU) as it perpetuated a 28 - 29 day low
(Aug. 19) - low (Sept. 16) - low (Oct. 15) - low
(Nov. 12/13) Cycle Progression.”

With both Gold & Silver now fulfilling critical downside targets, and Silver now due for a reactive 1 3 week bounce, the time is ripe for at least a multiweek low.

Please refer to the most recent Weekly Re-Lay for
up to date analysis and trading strategies in precious
metals and other markets.

From a price/wave perspective, Silver’s test of its
16.50 - 16.80/SI downside target also has it attacking the highs of Jan. ’19 - a pivotal level of 6 12 month ‘resistance turned into support’...
Gold has also just fulfilled what was necessary to
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